
collection RING

code EVRGMDNO - EVRGMDBC
description Double aluminium shelf. With beechwood fixation.

certifications TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001.

features Double shelf made of aluminium, with fixation made of beechwood; distance between
the 2 shelves adjustable.  
Plugs and screws for fixation included.
EVRGMDNO: mat black RAL 9011
EVRGMDBC: mat white RAL 9016

size 360 x 220 x 140 mm

installation Remove the cover of the wood cylinder, mark on the wall the position in which you will
install the product. Hole. Insert the plug and fix the wood cylinder to the wall with the
flared screw. Remove the protective film on the back of the cover and stick it in the
designated space.
Wall fixation with n° 1 plug and screw, included in the package. Plug included, type UX
8X50. Verify that the plug is suitable for the type of wall on which you are going to
install the products, if not consider to change the plug included in the package with a
model suitable for your installation. Maximum diameter for fixation screws  Ø 8 mm.
It is possible to adjust the distance between the two shelves, working on the clamps
under the upper shelf; slacken the set screws of the clamps and then adjust the
position, and tighten them once the operation is completed. 
After the positioning of the first shelf fix again each shelf with the plug UX 6x35 and the
screw included in the package.

finishes Grey rope
Beechwood cylinder
EVRGMDNO: shelves mat black painted RAL 9011
EVRGMDBC: shelves mat white painted RAL 9016

maintenance Make a proper cleaning with water and soap. Do not use aggressive, corrosive or
abrasive products, acids, acetone or thinner, etc. Dry with a soft cloth. Do not scratch
the surface.
Check periodically the correct fixation and the solidity of the installation. Do not use the
product for purposes other than those intented.

materials Beechwood, polyester H.T., aluminium.
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